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AGENDA

• Welcome by Jill Rushbrook
• Introduction to Student Resource Engagement by Becky Samberg
• Program Facilitator – Rose-Mary Rodrigues
• Breakout Groups - Brainstorm Engagement Activities
• Campus Presentations
• Breakout Groups 2 - Takeaway Session
• Summary by Rhonda Spaziani
WELCOME MESSAGE

By Jill Rushbrook
Manchester Community College
INTRODUCTION TO STUDENT RESOURCE ENGAGEMENT

BY BECKY SAMBERG
HOUSATONIC COMMUNITY COLLEGE

"It is the interaction between students and institutions that is critical to engagement.” - Kahu
BREAKOUT GROUPS
BREAKOUT GROUPS - BRAINSTORM ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITIES

GROUP 1

GROUP 2

GROUP 3

GROUP 4
CAMPUS PRESENTATIONS
1. Manchester Community College – Jill Rushbrook
   Campus Resource Reconnaissance

2. Gateway Community College – Bridget Mullally
   Campus Resources for Success
   Elevated Scavenger Assignment

3. Housatonic Community College – Becky Samberg
   Online Student Ambassador

4. Naugatuck Valley Community College – Rose-Mary Rodrigues presenting for Lou Lombard
   Canvassing the Campus

5. Norwalk Community College – Maria Buchta
   Resources of the Week

6. Three Rivers Community College – Rhonda Spaziani
   Connection to the Learning Community
BREAKOUT GROUPS

What was your #1 takeaway today?
SUMMARY BREAKOUT GROUPS

GROUP 1

GROUP 2

GROUP 3

GROUP 4
SUMMARY
BY RHONDA SPAZIANI
THREE RIVERS COMMUNITY COLLEGE

The more that you read,
The more things you will know.
The more that you learn,
The more places you'll go.

-Dr. Seuss
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